**Familiar Faces**

**Favorite Series for Grades 1-3**

**Animal Planet Chapter Books**  
By Various Authors  
*J CHAPTER ANIMAL PLANET*  
*Source: Animals Plan*  
Young readers looking for information about their favorite animals will find everything they are looking for in this series. (2019)  

**Bad Kitty**  
By Nick Bruel  
*J CHAPTER BAD KITTY*  
As the title suggests, a very naughty kitty gets into a variety of mischievous situations. (2018)  

**Big Foot and Little Foot**  
By Ellen Potter  
*J CHAPTER POTTER*  
Hugo is a young Sasquatch. Boone is a young boy. After an unlikely encounter, they’ve become an even unlikelier pair of best friends. (2018)  

**Classroom 13**  
By Honest Lee  
*J CHAPTER CLASSROOM 13*  
For fans of Captain Underpants or Sideways Stories from Wayside School, this new chapter book series is perfect for reluctant readers. (2018)  

**Dragon Masters**  
By Tracey West  
*J CHAPTER DRAGON MASTERS*  
Drake, Ana, Rori and Bo, dragon masters-in-training, must discover their dragons’ secret powers. (2018)  

**Geronimo Stilton**  
By Geronimo Stilton  
*J CHAPTER Geronimo stilton*  
Geronimo the mouse and his friends go on international adventures. (2018)  

**Great Illustrated Classics**  
By Various Authors  
*J CHAPTER GREAT ILLUSTRATED CLASSICS*  
Abridged and illustrated versions of classic stories like Treasure Island and Heidi. (2005)  

**Jake Maddox Sports Stories**  
By Jake Maddox  
*J CHAPTER JAKE MADDOX*  
Each book in the series explores a different sport and a different conflict. Try Paintball Blast or Snowboard Duel. (2017)
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**MAGIC TREE HOUSE**
By Mary Pope Osborne
*J CHAPTER MAGIC TREE HOUSE*
Jack and his younger sister Annie use the magic treehouse to travel through time on amazing adventures. (2019)

**MY WEIRD SCHOOL**
By Dan Gutman
*J CHAPTER MY WEIRD SCHOOL*
Read about the hilarious high jinks of A.J. and his pals at Ella Mentry School. Very silly stories. (2018)

**OWL DIARIES**
By Rebecca Elliott
*J CHAPTER OWL DIARIES*
This early chapter book series is perfect for newly independent readers who love friendship stories starring animal characters! (2017)

**PRINCESS IN BLACK**
By Shannon Hale
*J CHAPTER PRINCESS IN BLACK*
When trouble raises its head, Princess Magnolia ditches her flouncy dresses and becomes the “princess in black”! (2017)

**PUPPY PLACE**
By Ellen Miles
*J CHAPTER PUPPY PLACE*
There is something special about the animals at Power’s Pets... something downright magical! (2017)

**STINK**
By Megan McDonald
*J CHAPTER STINK*
The crazy adventures of Judy Moody’s younger brother. (2018)

**WHO IS/WAS...?**
By Various Authors
*J CHAPTER WHO WAS...?*
Facts about historical events and persons of importance in a condensed, easy-to-read format. (2018)